This is a very important, a fundamental, an indispensable element of a
new learning culture for positive change, sustainability, youth leadership
and changemaking. Changemaking is an informal, self-organized, projectoriented learning process. Changemaking is the manifestation of (education
for) sustainable development ESD. Since sustainability requires many changes not just to be pondered
upon and understood, but to be made - in real projects.
What is informal learning? Everything you know about global issues, climate change, social
entrepreneurship, most of what you know about history, world affairs, your mother tongue, about
parenting, sexuality, sensuality, dinosaurs and other cultures, fishing, your favourite sport etc etc ...
you have acquired through informal learning processes - through media, chit chat with friends, etc.
You have not learned those things in a formal classroom setting, have you? Informal learning makes
out at least 80% of everything we know, and is often much deeper and more evolved than what we
have acquired in classroom teaching settings (which is not well connected with how humans really
learn, as neuroscience and everyone, except most teachers and ambitious parents know). These
processes happen on the go and self-organized.
Informal learning for mastery and success. The biggest painters, sports and music superstars have
not acquired their skills in the classroom. Nor in private lessons. There source lies in intuition, passion,
free expression. Formal teaching adds certain useful corner stones, like a painter learns new strokes,
uses new materials, a ball player learns a little refinement of technique, or, more relevant, strategy
in colaborative teamplay. Mastery requires a mix of informal, improved by formal, and practice of
these learned skills in free play (experimental, jamming) and concrete projects (matches).
What are informal learning environments? Formal learning environments are standardized spaces
like a 100x50 metre football field, a stone hard ball, and 11 vs 11 teams. We don’t grow up learning
football like this. Not even in class! The best players, and especially brilliant technicians like Neymar
evolved their skills on dirt pitches, often barefoot - and this is how these skills of ball handling evolve
best, out of necessity. A street basketball court, a playground with a slope and tree trunks - are
informal physical learning environments. See? Players inspired by a brief introduction in formal
classroom setting pursue their passion in self-organized ways for long periods of time - this is where
they evolve and manifest their newly acquired skills to a relevant degree.
How create an Informal Sustainability Learning Environment? We can learn from the example of
informal music learning environments: music band rooms. What is in there? Various instruments,
posters (of role models, representing spirit), favourite music cds, accessible any time, day or night,
whenever inspiration sparks, dreaming, experimenting, jamming, practicing ... alone, as a group, with
guests. It feels like a lounge, a home. There, we prepare for public performance, nearby or far away.
This is what happens in “hubs” - co-working spaces for social entrepreneurs.
What are Informal Sustainability Learning Environments? ISLEs therefore are a vibrant changemaker
hang-out, with posters, videos, stories of hero/ines (role model spirit), solutions (instruments), petitions
and campaigns (notes) guests, dialogue, jamming, dreaming up and agreeing, planning projects to be implemented beyond the school fence. At school, an ISLE is a publicly visible pleasant space
managed by a fired up YL student club - with a hero/ines exhibit (this sets the stage, ambience and
spirit), with tables for petitions, campaigns, social experiments, day-outs, fundraisers, projects, videos,
webcasts. It is the headquarter of “Our New Highly Gifted”. And it contributes tremendously to the
entire school community. Do it! YL serves with media, actions, hero/ines and activities.

